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As we gat)>er at East Lansing, Michigan,

April 10-12 for meetings of the National
Student Congress and tlie General Conneil
of Delta Sigma Rlio I liope tl)at all chapters
may be represented by at least one student
and one faculty mcnii)er. This promises to
l)e a meeting of importance second only to
our Golden

Anniversary C(Hninemoration.

Prol)lems of carrying forward and strengthen
ing the work of the society, electing new
officers and discussing issues of significance
are the f)road framework of our task. A new

"What Should Be Done To .Meet The Chal

lenge to Education Posed By Today's Scien
tific Struggle," is one of the most vital con
fronting our nation today. The nature of our
education may well determine the survival
of (uir nation and our way of life. I am confi
dent that students will find in lx)th tlie com

mittee meetings and Iegislati\'(? sessions chal
lenging content and valuable speaking ex-

pt-riences. The rules covering tlie Congress
appear elsewhere in this issue of The Gavel.
Sponsors should note that in the calendar of

chapter will be installed at Michigan State
University and our meetings will be held in
the Kellogg Center for Continuing Education,
whicli provides in one central place excellent
and modestly priced facilities for meetings,
liousing and food. -A nnmhe'r of institutions
that are prospective chapter applicants have

events a large block of time has been devoted

been invited to participate in the Congress.

from time to time.

Co-chairmen Charles Goetzinger and
Victor Harnack are being assisted by a com
mittee of sponsors. In addition to informa
tion already contained in The Cavel. yon will
receix e by mail materials aixl directions from
this coinmittec. The Congress problem area.

to General Council meetings. I cannot over-

empliasize the importance of the policy
matters wliieh must be discussed and decided

by chapter rcpresentatixes. Letters to spon-

s«)rs from both the secretary's and president's
offices have touched on some of these points

I believe there has nex er been greater need
and opportunity for forensic activities to
make contributions to the training and de
velopment o{ leaders than exist in our present
national world situations.
Thohhkl B. Fest

Schedule of Congress
THUR.SDAY. APRIL 10. 1958
1:00- 4:30 p.m.

5:00- 6:00 p.m.
6:1.5- 7:1.5
7:.30-10:00
7:.30.i0:30
7:.30-i0:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Regislraliun; Coffee
Opening Session

General Council

Meeting
3:15- 4

00 p.m.

Reception

4:30- 6 00 p.m.

Legislative Assem
bly II

4:30' 6:00 p.m.

General Couneil

7:00- 8:30 p.m.

Banquet and installa

Dinner
Cuueii^es

Spon^o^ Forum
Exerulive

Meeting

Committee

Meeting
10:.30.11 :30 p.m.

1:.30- 3:00 p.m.

tion of Michigan
.State Chapter

Opening Legislative
•Assembly

10:00-11:00 p.m.

Initiation of New
Members

FRIDAY. APRIL II. 1958

SATURDAY

APRIL 12, 1958

7:30- 8.00 a.m.

Breakfast

7:.30. 8:00 a.m.

Breakfast

8:30-12:00 Noun

Main Committee

8:30-11:00 a.m.

Legislative Assem

8:30-11:00 a.m.

Sponsor Forum or

bly III

Meetings
8:.30-12;00 Noon (peiieral Council

eonlinualioii of

Meetings

12:15 1:15 p.m.
12:15- 3:00p.m.

General Council

Lunch

Joint Committee
Meetings

Meeting
12:00- 1:00 p.m.

Lunch
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Eighth Delta Sigma Rho Student Congress
Michigan State University
April 1()-12, 1958
Melbv and Hilbebby to be Featured Speakers
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Kellogg Center, MSV, Hite of Eighth DSR Cntigrexs
The heaiidftil Kellogg Center on the cam
pus of Michigan Slate University" at East

Lansing, Michigan will be the site of our

eighth Student Congress. Plans are nearly

1945 to 1953. From 1930 to 1945 he was

Profe.ssor of Engli.sh at Wayne. From 1927
to 1930 he was on the YMC.A College faculty
in Chicago. From 1925 to 1927 he was a

completed for thi.s event.
The topic to be examined at tlie congress

member of the Engli.sh faculty at Albion

is:

Dr. E. O. Melby, Distinguished Professor
of Education at Michigan Slate University
will Ijc the keynote speaker of the Congress.

"Wluit Slunild Be Done to Meet the

Challcnse to Education Posed By Today's
Scientific Struggle?" Subtopics to l)e con
sidered in the deliberations are:

Scientific

training at tlie College and University level;
The plan of the Liberal Art-s Course; TIjc
problem of providing teachers and facilities
at all levels—idementary, secondary and col
lege; Improvement of elementary and sec
ondary education.
Two outstanding speakers have been se
cured to appear before the Copgre.s.s. Dr.
Clarence Hilbeny, president of Wayne State
University will be the banquet speaker. Dr.

Hilberry became president of Wayne State
University in 1953. Previou.s to that he was
Dean of Administration at Wavne State from

College.

Dr. Melby was formerly Dean of the School
of Education at New York University. From
1941 until 194.5 he was President of Montana

State University ami during the year of

1943-44 was Chancellor of the University of
.Montana.

Dr. Melby was Dean of the

School of Education at Northwestern Uni

versity from 1934 to 1941. Previous to that
he was Professor of Education at North

western University.

An item of consido>rable significance at
this congress is the series of meetings sched(Continued on Page 53)
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Rules of the Eighth National
Delta Sigma Rho Congress
As Revised by the Committee on Rules

be certified by their Foculty Sponsors as
guolified to discharge the duties of office

and Procedures, Austin J. Freeley, Cholr-

in Q manner which will reflect credit both

mon and Congress Director,

of their college and on Delta Sigma Rho.
f. To oppoint one or more Faculty Sponsors to
serve os ParliQmentarian(s) during the Stu
dent Congress with advisory powers as here
inafter specified.
g. To appoint such other subordinate officers
and committees os hereinafter specified and

Purposes

1. To provide brood, Intensive, and realistic educotionoi opportunities for college speokers.
2. To increose opportunities for intensive Investigo-

tion of signlflcont contemporory problems.

such other subordinate officers ond com

3. To promote the use of logical reosoning and

mittees as thev shall deem

the use of the best available evidence in deoHng

necessary or

desirable to provide for the effective con
duct of the Congress and to delegate to
these officers ond committees such powers
ond duties os they deem proper.
h. To discharge oil other duties hereinafter
specified.

with these problems.
4. To stimulate the students to honest end originol
effort.

5. To provide specific opportunities in the arts
of public speaking, persuasion, discussion, and
debate.

6. To help young men and women become more
effective citizens by promoting an understand
ing of the legislotive procedures fundamentol
to the democratic way of life.
7. To use the competition inherent in a free so
ciety to motivate students to their best efforts
in attaining these objectives,

IV. Generoi Sfructure

1.

Congress sholl

II. Dotes of the Meetings
1. The business of this organization shall occupy
three (3) consecutive doys.
2. Members of this orgonization shall convene
biennially.
3. The exact dotes for each meeting sholl be
fixed as hereinafter provided, but sholl usually

fall on a Thursdoy, Fridoy, and Soturdoy of
April.

III. Powers ond Duties of Faculty Sponsors

t. This orgonizofion shall be sponsored by the
Nationof Society of Delta Sigmo Rho.
2. At least twelve (12) months prior to eoch meet

ing of the Student Congress, the Nationol
President of Delto Sigma Rho shall oppoint O
committee of not less thon five (5) foculty or

alumni representatives. This committee sholl
be known as the Foculty Committee on Rules
ond Procedures,

3. The Faculty Committee on Rules ond Procedures
sholl hove the following powers and duties:
Q. To revise these rules, if they deem such re
vision necessary and desirable.
b. To fix the exact dotes for the Student Con
gress.

c. To determine the ploce at which the Stu
dent Congress sholl meet.
d. To decide upon and phrose problem(s) of

significant contemporory interest which sholl
be studied ond acted upon by the delegates
attending the Student Congress as hereinofter provided; end to notify all colleges of
these problems ot leost two (2) months prior
to the stort of the Congress.
c. To receive from all Faculty Sponsors, ot
leost thirty (30) doys before the opening of
the Student Congress the names of oil stu
dents nominated for Speoker of the Assem
bly, Clerk of the Assembly, Porty Floor
Leader, Party Whip, ond the names of oil

students recommen^d for oppointment as
Choirmen Pro Tern of the Caucuses, and
Temporary Choirmen of the Moln Commit
tees. Condldotes for these positions must

be

known

by

the

following

nomes.

I. Nome

The nome of this orgonizofion shall be THE
EIGHTH NATIONAL STUDENT CONGRESS OF
DELTA SIGMA RHO.

The Official business sessions of the Student

2.

o.

Coucuses

b.
c.
d.
e.

The Opening Legislotive Assembly
Moin Committee Meetings
Joint Conference Committee Meetings
Legislative Assemblies

In addition to the above sessions there shall be

o Registration Period and vorious Delta Sigma
Rho Business Meetings.
3. The order ond number of events, together with
the exoct times and ptoces, shall be determined
by the Faculty Committee on Rules ond Pro
cedures.

V. Registrotion
I, The Faculty Committee on Rules ond Procedures
sholl coll for odvonce registration, to be mode
not later than thirty (30) days before the open
ing of the Congress. The odvonce registrotion
shall include the names of oil student delegates,
their porty offiliotion as provided in Article VI,
Section I; candidocy for Chairman Pro Tern of
their Party Coucus as provided in Article VI,
Section 3; or candidacy for Speoker of the
Assembly or Clerk of the Assembly os provided
in Article III, Section 3-e; ond sub-topic pref
erence for committee membership, os provided
in Article VIII, Section I.
2- The Faculty Committee on Rules and Pro
cedures moy require the use of such forms os
it shall prepare for both Advance and Final
Registration and shall publish and enforce
closing dates and times for the filing of such
forms.

3. At the Finol Registration each delegotion shall
confirm its Advonce Registration. Chonge in
delegates sholl be permitted only for serious
cause. No odditionol nomlnotions or applica
tions for ossignments to committees or offices
may be mode at this time. Only students whose
registration is confirmed during the Final Regis
tration may take port in any of the activities of
the Congress except by special permission of
the Congress Director.
VI. Caucuses

1. At the time of Advonce Registration for the
Congress, eoch delegofe shall register as a

member of one of the following parties:
o.
b.

Conservotive
Liberol

2, At the time designoted in the Colendar, each of
the portles shell hold o Coucus for the purpose

of selecting party condidotes for Speaker ond
Clerk of the Assembly, respectively, ond for the
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purpose of electing a Party Floor Leader and
a Porty Whip,
3. Eoch Caucus shall be convened by a Choirmon
Pro Tern who shall preside over the coucus until
the candidate for Speaker of the Assembly has
been selected. The roll call vote of the indi

vidual delegates shall be recorded by a Clerk
Pro Tern. The Pro Tern officers shall be oppointed by the Faculty Committee on Rules
ond Procedures.

o. Delegofes

wishing

to

be

considered

for

Pro Tem offices sholl so indicate at the time

of Advance Registration as provided in
Article lit, Section 3-e, ond sholl olso sub
mit o statement of their qualifications,
b. The

Choirmon

Pro

Tem

of eoch

Caucus

shall be selected from colleges not nomina
ting condidates for the office of Speoker.
4. The Coucuses sholl proceed in occordonce with
the following rules:
a. No student may be nominofed whose nome
hos not been submitted in odvonce by the
Foculty Sponsor of his college to the Faculty
Committee on Rules ond Procedures, as pro
vided in Article III, Section 3-e, except that
when the number of such properly certified
condidates for on office is less than four,
nominotions for such office may be made
from the floor, but in no cose shall there be
more than o totol of four candidates for

ony one office. In all coses nominotions shall
be closed outomaticolly after the nomina
tion of 0 fourth candidote for any office.
b. Delegates placing names in nominotian shall
be allowed not more thon five (5) minutes
to describe the qualificotions of their condi-

a. Delegates nominoting the condidotes of the
respective parties for Speoker of the Student
Congress sholl be oilowed not more thon
three [3) minutes to describe the qualifica
tions of their condidates.

b. Nominations may be made from the floor
under the following conditions: First, o
nominoting petition signed by not less than
twenty-five [25) properly registered dele
gates who hove not signed nomination
papers for more thon one condidote must
be filed with the Temporary Clerk. Second,
the Temporary Clerk shall accept nominoiion papers only for candidates qualified
as provided in Article 111, Section 3-e. Third,
if the Temporory Clerk determines thol the
nomination petition is in order the condidate
may be placed in nomination as provided in
Article VII, Sections o and c.
c. After the nominating speeches tor Speaker
of the Student Congress hove been mode,
the condidotes shall

be allowed

two (2)

minutes eoch in which to stote their views

to the Opening Assembly on the public problem(s) to be considered by the Congress.
d. When the condidotes hove spoken, the vote
sholl be by roll coll ot colleges. Eoch dele
gate is free to vote as on individual, but
for each college o detegotlon leoder shall
respond to the roll call and report his delegotion's vote.
e. The candidate receiving the majority of
votes shall be declared elected.

f. If no candidate receives a majority on the
first vote, the two receiving the greatest
number of votes shall be voted upon again
in a second roll call.

dotes.

c. Nominations moy be seconded, but second

ing speeches may not be given.
d. When all nominations for Speaker of the
Assembly hove been heard, each candidate
shall be allotted five (5) minutes In which
to state his views on the public problem(s)
to be considered by the Congress.
e. When oil candidates hove spoken, the vote
shall be token by roll coll of the individual
delegations.
f. If no condidote receives a majority on the

first vote, the two condidates receiving the
greatest number of votes shall be voted
upon again in a second roll coll vote.
g. The Clerk Pro Tem sholl oct os timekeeper
for the above speeches, ond sholl conduct
the roll call vote(5).
5. When o condidote for Speaker hos been elected,
he sholl Immediately assume the chair as pre
siding officer of the Coucus. The same pro
cedure sholl be followed In the election of the

condidote for Clerk, except that there sholl be
no compoign speeches by the nominees.
6. When a candidate for Cierk has been elected,
he shall Immediately assume the duties of Clerk
of the Caucus. The some procedure as de
scribed in Article VI, Section 5, shall be followed
in the election of a Party Floor Leader. It shall
be the duty of the Porty Floor Leader to seek to
coordinate the efforts of the party in securing
possage of bills endorsed by party members.
7. When o Party Floor Leader has been elected,
the Coucus shall proceed fo the election of a
Porty Whip. The some procedure as described
in Article VI. Section 5, shall be followed in the
election of o Porty Whip. It shall be the duty
of the Party Whip to ossist the Porty Floor
Leader.

VII. Opening Assembly
1. The Opening Assembly shall be called to order
by the Temporary Chairmon, who sholl be a
faculty member appointed by the Faculty Com
mittee on Rules and Procedures.

2. The Temporory Clerk, who sholl be a faculty
member oppointed by the Faculty Committee on
Rules and Procedures, shell call the roll.
3. The Temporary Choirmon shall preside during
the election of the Speaker of the Student
Congress. The election shall proceed in oc
cordonce with the following rules:

g. The Temporary Clerk shall oct as time
keeper for the above speeches and sholl
conduct the roll call vote(s) to determine
the winning candidate.
4. The newly elected Speoker shall preside during
the election of the Clerk of the Student Con
gress, The rules of this election shall be the
some OS those for election of the Speoker. ex
cept that nominoting speeches sholl be limited
to two (2) minutes ond that the candidates

shall not speak.
5. A member of the Foculty Committee on Rules

and Procedures sholl announce the assignment
of delegofes to their proper committees as
hereinafter provided in Articles VIII and XI.
6. The only other business which shall be In order

at the Opening Assembly shall be the hearing
of messages, communications, ond announce
ments, o list of which shall have been prepored
by the Foculty Committee on Rules ond Pro
cedures.

VIII. Main Committee Meetings
1 . At the time of Advonce Registrofion for the

Congress, the delegofes may indicate prefer
ence on sub-topics for committee membership.
Delegates without preference shall so indicote.
2. The Faculty Committee on Rules ond Procedures

sholl divide the delegates into os many Main
Committees as may seem appropriate to the

number of delegates registered in the Congress.
a. In determining the number of Mom Com
mittees on each sub-topic, the Foculty Com

mittee on Rules and Procedures sholl give
consideration to the number of expressed
preferences and to the number and noture
of Advonce Bills submitfed.

b. Delegofes shall be placed where needed to
help equalize the size of committees.
c. In assigning delegates to the Main Commit
tees, the Faculty Committee on Rules and

Procedures will follow the principle of proporfionol distribution according to advance
party registrotions.
d. No more than one delegote from the same
college will be ossigned to the some com
mittee.

e. in order to provide a workoble distribution

of membership on the several committees,
the Faculty Committee on Rules ond Pro

cedures sholl hove full and finol authority
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to select delegates by lot to be ploced wher

The number of such Joint Conference Commit

ever necessary.

tees shall be determined by the FocuIIy Com
mittee on Rules ond Procedures, toking into
account, (o) the number and nature of the
public problems considered by the Congress,
ond (b) the number of delegotes working in
Moin Committees which the Faculty Committee
on Rules and Procedures designates os constitu
ting on oppropriote unit. The election of

3. Each Committee shall be colled to order by 0
Temporory Choirman oppointed by the Foculty
Committee on Rules and Procedures. The Tem

porory Chairman of eoch Main Committee shall
be responsible for securing from the Faculty
Committee on Rules and Procedures copies of
the Advance Bills ossigned to his committee.
4. The Temporory Choirmon sholl preside during
the election of the student chairman and stu

dent Secretory for the Committee. He shoU
olso assume the duties of Temporory Secretory
during this time.
5- It shall be the essential purpose of eoch com
mittee to discuss the problem to which the
Committee hos been assigned and to develop
a legislative solution to the problem stoted In
the form of 0 Bill which shall represent the
6.

consensus of the Committee.
As the construction of such o well conceived

Bill is to be the bosis of the work of the Commit

tee, the order of business shall be:
a. The definition and delimitotion of the prob
lem

to

which

the Committee

hos

been

assigned,
b. The onatysis of the problem to which the
Committee hos been ossigned. This sholl
include both o considerotion of the causes

of the problem and the establishment of
criterio which the Committee sholl use to

evoluote proposed solutions,
c. The consideration of proposed solutions.
The Secretory shall distribute copies of the
Advonce Bills to the members and shall
reod the titles of the Advonce Bills sub
mitted to the Committee in the order num

bered by the Faculty Committee on Rules
and Procedures,

The Committee shall de

termine whether one of the Advance Bills
sholl be used os a basis for their delibero-

tions, or whether the Committee shell con
struct o new Bill, using the Advance Bills
merely as guides and suggestions.
d. The construction of o Bill which, In the
considered ludgment of ihe Committee,
shall represent the best possible legislotive
solution to the problem.
e. Action upon any Advance BUI, or portion
thereof, or upon any motion which proposes
o new Bill or portion thereof, shall consist of
either the rejection of ft>e item, or the occeptonce of if with or without omendment.
8. As soon OS the essentiol content of o Bill hos

been decided upon, which must not be later
than thirty (30) minutes prior to the adjourn
ment of the lost meeting of the Committee, the
Choirman shall conduct the election of three

(3) members whose duty if shell be to give the
Moiority Bill its final form and phrasing, and
to represent the Main Committee at the meet
ings of the Joint Conference Committee. At
least one of the three so elected shall be other

than o member of the majority party of the
Assembly.
9. While of oil times if shall be the objective of
delegates to adhere to the highest stondords of
Porliomentory debote, the size of the Commit
tee odmits of greoter Informality than is pos
sible on the floor of the Assembly; members
shall be permitted to speok as often as they
wish subject to recognition by the Choirmon,
and to such limitations os may be decided upon

by the Committee itself. The use of more formol
Porllomentary procedures end voting should
be OS infrequent as possible in this informal
situation.

10. If for any reason o minority of the Committee
sholl find thot it cannot support the Bill opproved by the mojority of the Committee, It
may draft o Minority BUI and elect a repre
sentative whose duty It shall be to represent the
Minority ot meetings of the Joint Conference
Committee.
IX. Joint Conference Comcnitteet

1. At the time designated in the Colendar, the
Joint Conference Commitfee(s) sholl convene.

members of the Joint Conference Committees

shall be as provided in Article VIII. Sections
8 and 10.

2. Each

Joint

Conference

Committee

sholl

be

colled to order by a Temporary Choirmon ap
pointed by the Faculty Committee on Rules and
Procedures.

3. The Temporory Choirman shall preside during
the election of the student Choirmon ond stu

dent Secretory of the Committee. He shall ciso
ossume the duties of Temporary Secretary dur
ing this time.
4. The Secretary shall immediately reod the Ma
jority and Minority Bills suomitted by delegates
representing the Moin Committees. After the
Bills hove been read, the Choirmon shell pre
side over the deliberations to determine whether
one of these bills shell be used os the basis for
Committee cction or whether the Committee

shall construct a new Bill using these Bills as
o bosis.

5. If in the deliberations It becomes opporent that
there is o fundamental cleavage of opinion
the minority moy withdraw. In such cases the
minority delegotes sholl meet seporotely in
onother room where they shall orgonize in ac
cordance with Article IX, Sections 2 ond 3, ond
they shall be known os the Joint Conference
Committee of the Minority. The majority dele
gates sholl be known os the Joint Conference
Committee of the Majority,
6. It shall be the duty of the Joint Conference

Committee of the Majority to frome a Bill which
sholl express rheir views.
7. It shall be the duty of the Joint Conference
Committee ot the Minority, if such a Committee
be formed, to frame a Bill which shall express
their views,

8. Any delegate, whether or not he be a member
of o Joint Conference Committee, who dissents
from ony portion ot the Mojority Bill and whose

views ore not satisfactorily expressed by a
Minority Bill may draw on amendment to be
proposed from the floor of the Generoi As
sembly.
X. Generoi Assemblies

1 . The Speaker sholl call the meeting to order;
the Clerk shall cell the roll, read the Minutes of
the preceding Assembly, ond all communica
tions or onnouiicements submitted by the Steer
ing Committee or the Faculty Committee on
Rules and Procedures.

2. The Speaker shall announce the order in which
the committees sholl report; ond shall make

ony further necessary onnouncements regard
ing the division of time for debote or clarificotion of rules.

3. Each committee shall report its bills ond
amendments in the following manner;
o. The Majority Bill sholl be read by a mem
ber of the majority, who shall move its adop

tion, ond who sholl immediotely give o copy
of the bill to the Clerk, ond distribute copies
to the Assembly.
b. The Majority Leader, or delegotes appointed
by him, sholl be allowed o total of not more

thon ten (10) minutes in which to explain
and defend the bill.

c. The Minority Bill, if there be one, shall be
read by o member of the Minority, who

shall move Its substitution In ploce of the
Majority Bill, and who sholl Immediately
give Q copy of the bill to the Clerk and

distribute copies to the Assembly.
d. The Minority Leader, if there be o Minority
Bill, or delegates appointed by him, shall
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of members, how the members ore to be

be oilowed a total of not more than ten (10/
minutes in which to explain and defend the

chosen, and who is to be chairmon, these

bill.

motters sholl be determined by the Steering
Committee ond shall be onnounced by the

e. Any delegote desiring to amend either the
Majority or the Minority Bill sholl present
o written copy of his amendment to the

5(>eaker. A motion to refer an omendment
to o committee sholl take with it the motion

to which the omendment oppties.
r. After oil debote has been heard, or the
time limits reoched, or the previous ques
tion moved and possed, the Bill before the
Assembly for odoption sholl be voted upon
by roll coll OS provided in Article XiV. It

Clerk not later than of the close of the time

allowed the Minority Leader. At the con
clusion of the Minority Leader's time, the
Speaker sholl ask if there ore any proposed
amendments not on the Clerk's desk. After

this time, no more omendments may be

may be opproved with or without amend
ment, or be rejected. If rejected, no new

received.

f. Each

Joint

Conference

Committee

shall

Bill on the some topic may be offered to the
Assembly, but the Speaker moy entertoin o

choose a representative to assist the Steer
ing Committee in screening proposed amend
ments that hove been properly submitted
ond shall importiolly consolidate such
amendments os may be considered identicol.
g. The Speoker shall announce the time fixed
by the Steering Committee for debate on
the motion to substitute the Minority Bill
for the Mojority Bill. He shall moke this

1 . There sholl be o Committee on the Evaluation

onnouncemenf before either bill has been

of Legislotive Procedure composed of not more

presented to the Assembly. At the expira

than fifteen (15) members of whom ten (10)
moy be students ond five (51 may be foculfy

Resolution stoting that the Assembly is unoble to recommend oction upon the problem
at issue.

XI. Committee on the Evoluotion of Legislotlve
Procedure

tion of time for debate on the substitute

motion the vote must be token, ond it shall
be on the motion to substitute.

h. Having completed its work of screening the
omendments, and taking into occount the
number to be considered by the Assembly,
the Steering Committee sholl determine, and
the Speaker sholl onnounce, the time to be
allotted to each amendment, including
amendments to that particular omendment.
When the allotted time hos expired, the

members.

2. Faculty
Faculty
3. Student
Foculfy

the manner hereinafter described. At the time

of Advonce Registration colleges desiring to be
represented on this Committee may nominote
one student delegote for membership. Selection
to membership on this Committee sholl be mode

vote must be token,

i. Delegates who hove submitted omendments
to the Minority Bill may then be heard in
the order in which they have submitted
their amendments to the Clerk. If ony
omendments hove been consolidated by the
screening process, the Steering Committee
sholl

determine

consolidated

the

order

in

which

omendments shall

be

in order of receipt of registrotion. Upon the
registrotion of the allotted number of members
oil subsequent registrees for this Committee will
be notified that the Committee is closed.

4. The function of this Committee shall be to

evaluate the procedure, work, and effectiveness
of the Congress, ond to moke recommendotions
for the improvement of future Congresses to
the Faculty Committee on Rules and Procedures,
o. This Committee sholl hove the authority, if

such

heord.

j. A moximum of three (3) minutes shall be
allowed eoch proposer of an omendment
in which to read, explain, and defend his

it wishes, to conduct an ottitude onoiysis
of the delegates, solicit reoctions from the
delegates, or engage in any other research
relevonr to on evaluation of the Congress,
b. This Committee sholl also hove the right
to invite regulor deiegotes, foculfy spon
sors, guests, ond such other persons os ore
ovaiioble to appear before it to testify con
cerning the matters being considered by

proposed amendment,

k. Other

delegates

wishing

to

debate

the

amendment sholl be allowed two (2) minutes

I.

eoch ond the Speaker shall recognize favor
ing ond opposing delegates in olternotion
insofar as possible.
Amendments to omendments may be pre
sented from the floor without the necessity

the Committee-

of eorly presentotion in written form to the

thirds vote.

p. The Speoker moy osk the odvice of the
Parliamentarian, as provided for in Article
III, Section 3—f, but the Parllomentorion
sholl ocf in an odvisory copocity only.

q. If during the second session of the Legis
lative Assembly it seems to be desirable to
refer a motter to committee the following
motions shall be in order: a motion to refer

to a specified Joint Conference Committee
Of o motion to refer to a Special Committee.
Motions to refer to o specified Joint Con
ference Committee or to a Special Commit
tee may or moy not include instructions to

Such invitations must be

mode in writing by the Choirmon of the
Committee upon the direction of the Com

Clerk.

m. If the Minority Bill is not odopted os a
substitute for the Majority Bill, omend
ments to the Majority Bill shall be heard
and acted upon in the same monner as pro
vided for debate on the Minority Bill.
n. Throughout the debate upon any given Bill
ond its amendments, the Speoker sholl not
recognize any delegate who hos previously
spoken unless no other delegate is re
questing the floor.
o. The Speoker, or a delegote oppointed by
him, sholl time the deiegotes during all
debates. No delegate moy exceed his time
without consent of the Assembly by two-

members sholl be appointed by the
Committee on Rules and Procedures.
members sholl be oppointed by the
Committee on Rules and Procedures in

mittee and shall be delivered to the witness
a reosonobie time in odvance of his re

quested appeorance. No invitotion is to be
considered a summons upon a person ond
moy be declined by him at the time of its
receipt.
5-

This Committee shall be in continuous session

during the entire Congress except for such
recesses as are necessary for purposes of study,
report, and schedule. The finol meeting of this
Committee is provided for in the Colendar of
the Congress of the close of business on the
final day. At thot time this Committee shall

frame and transmit its finol report to the
Faculty Committee on Rules ond Procedures.
6. Members of this Committee shall not partici
pate in any other ossemblies, committees, or
caucuses of the Congress. They may, however,
observe and attend these meetings as the study
of the Committee requires.
7. A student delegate serving on this Committee
sholl not be counted as one of the four (4) porticipoting deiegotes to which his college is
entitled.

8.

This Committee shall be convened of the time

scheduled for the Preliminary Caucuses by o
Temporary Chairman appointed by the Faculty

the committee. Unless o motion to refer to

Committee on Rules ond Procedures.

o Speciol Committee specifies the number

time a Choirmon ond Secretory sholl be elected.

At thot
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9. This Committee shall be empowered to orgonize
ond oppornt such subcommittees os ore neces
sary to carry on its work most efficiently.
Xll. Membership
1. Any college or university included on the current
chapter roll of the Notional Society of Delta
Sigmo Rho or ony college or university spe

d. Each delegate submitting on Advance Bilt
must deposit one hundred (100) identical

copies ot the bill with the Faculty Com
mittee on Rules and Procedures during the
Finol Registration period.
e. The Faculty Committee on Rules and Pro
cedures shall sort the Advance Bills in terms

of the Committee to which they ore sub
mitted ond sholl number them in order of

cifically invited by the National President of
Delta Sigma Rho is entitled to send delegotes
to participate in the Student Congress.

2. Student delegates must be bona fide undergraduote students of the college they repre
sent. They need not be members of Delta
Sigmo Rho in order to porticipote in the Student
Congress meetings, but they must be members
of Delta Sigmo Rho in order to porticipote in
Delta Sigma Rho Business Meetings.

3. Each participating college sholl be entitled to
a maximum of four (4] participoting student
delegotes ot any one time except as provided in
Article XI, Section 7. Not more thon two (2)
student delegotes sholl be assigned to the some
sub-topic of the public probiem(s) under con
sideration.

4. Any college may send os mony students as it
wishes, to be designated as alternates or ob
servers, but in thof capacity they moy not por

ticipote in ony of the business of o Committee,
Caucus, or General Assembly, except as defined
in Article XU, Section 5.

5. The

pcrticipofing

delegates

representing

a

given college during the vorious committee
meetings, need not be the some students for

meetings of the Assembly. When o porticipating deiegote and on oiternote thus exchonge
status. It sholl be at the discretion of the

faculty Sponsor of the college involved and
written notificotion of this exchonge must be
submitted to the Foculty Committee on Rules
ond Procedures ond to the Clerk of the As
sembly.

6. At the Delto Sigma Rho Business Meeting eoch
chopter moy be represented by one (1) par

their receipt os provided in Article XM1,
Section 2-b.

3. All Advance Bills must be presented in the form
hereinafter described;

a. They must be typewritten, duplicated, and
double spaced upon o single sheet of white
8'/2 X 11 inch paper.
b. The first line shall consist of these words:

"Congress Bill Number
C-

state ihe name of the appropriate Com
mittee.)"

d. The third line shall give the name of the
student introducing the bill together with
the nome of the college he represents.
e. Commencing with the fourth line, the title
of the bill must be stated, beginning with
the words, "An Act," and continuing with a
stotemenf of the purpose of the bill.
f. The text of the bill proper must begin with
the words: "Be it enacted by the Student
Congress of Delta Sigma Rho." The moteriol
following must begin with the word, "Thot."
Each

of

the

materlol

which

follows

lines.

No abbreviotions sholl be used.

h. The following form is on illustrotion of the
prescribed form for droftlng bills:
Congress Bill Number
Referred to the Committee on The Providing
of Teochers ond Focillties,

ticipating member. This representative shall be

by John Doe of
University
AN ACT to provide for the increosing of
teochers' salaries.

representative cannot be present, the chopter
moy designate o student member of Delto

Sigmo Rho as its representative. Any student

line

must be numbered on the left margin of
of the poge, beginning with "1."
g. Every section shall be numbered commencing
Qt one. No figures shod be used in the bill
except for the numbers of sections and

the Foculty Sponsor of the chapter if he is
present. It the Faculty Sponsor or other faculty

so instructed shall not be eligible for election
to ony of the Joint Conference Committees.

"

The second line shall consist of these words:
"Referred to the Committee on (herein

BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CON
GRESS OF DELTA SIGMA RHO
1.

Section 1.

Thot the . . . .

2, Section 2. Thot also . .. .

7. Questions regording the rights of ony person
to represent a given college or to porticipote in

4. Bills prepared by each Committee for recom-

any business session ^oli be referred to the

sholl follow the some form as prescribed for
Advance Bills with the following exceptions:
a. They shot! not be limited os to length.

Notional President of Delta Sigma Rho for
settlement.

mendotion to the Joint Conference Committee

b.

The second line shall consist of these words:
"Referred to the Joint Conference Commit

c.

The third line sholl consist of the words:

XIM. Bills, Amendments, Resolutions

tee on (herein state the name of the op

1. Advance Bills may be prepared by delegates
before the Congress convenes to be submitted
to the oppropriote committees ot the time they
convene os tentotive proposois for the com
mittees to consider.

2. Delegates desiring to submit Advonce Bills
shall observe the following procedures:
o. Each college moy submit one bill for referroi to eoch of the Moin Committees.

(Thus for the 1958 Congress, eoch college
may submit a totol of four (4) Advance
Bills.)

b. Any delegate desiring to submit on Ad
vonce Bill sholl submit ten (10) identicol
copies to the Chairman of the Faculty Com
mittee on Rules and Procedures not less

thon twenty-one (21) days prior to the
opening of the Congress. (Thus for the

1958 Congress, Advance Bills bearing a
postmork loter thon midnight March 20,
1958, moy be rejected.) Ail such bills must
be drofted

in occordonce

with the rules

hereinofter specified.
c. Any delegate submitting an Advance Bill
may circulate copies of his bill to all chap
ters of Delto Sigma Rho ond to other invited
porticipating colleges in advance of the
Congress.

propriote Committee.)"

"Majority (or Minority) Bill by" followed
by the nomes and colleges of the delegates
supporting the bill.
5. Bills prepored by each Joint Conference Com
mittee for recommendation to the General As

sembly sholl follow the same form as pre

scribed for Advonce Bills with the following
exceptions:

o. They shall not be limited os to length,
b. They sholl omit the second line os des
cribed in Article XIII, Section 3-c.
c. The next line sholl consist of the words:

"Majority (or Minority) Bill of the Joint
Conference Committee on (herein stote the
name of the oppropriote Committee)" fol
lowed by the nomes and colleges of the
delegotes supporting the bilt.
6. The proper form for omendments shall be one
of the following:

o. "I move to omend by striking out the
words . . . ." or

b. "I

move

to

words . . .

omend

by substituting ttse

or

c. "I move to amend by adding the words
. . . ." or
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d. "I move to omend by inserting the words
. ..

appropriate.

8. In the event the Assembly fails to poss ony bill
properly brought before it, no bill moy be of
fered to the Assembly. If the Assembly wishes
to express itself with regard to motters other
thon those relating to the official Committee
problems but within its proper range of oction
it moy consider such motions OS ore approved

by the Steering Committee in the form

of

Resolutions.

XIV. Voting
1. In the Assemblies, the Committees, ond the
Coucuses each individuol delegate is entitled
to one vote. He is free to vote os he chooses

without regard to how ony other delegote or
deiegotes cast their ballots.
2. Roll coll votes should be used only In electing
officers or in taking finol oction upon whole
bills. In the Assemblies all roll calls will be by
colleges, and one delegate from each college
should

respond

voting by roll coll, ond tabulote and announce

the results; he shall receive and list in order

Of

e. "I move to omend by dividing the . .
7. Bills possed by the General Assembly shall be
signed by the Speaker and Clerk, and three (3)
copies shoM be delivered to the Chairman ot
the Foculty Committee on Rules end Procedures,
who shall hove copies sent out to the President
of the United States, to the Chairmon of oppropriote Committees of the Congress of the
United Slates, to the Presidents of the portictporing colleges and universities, ond to such
orgonizations ond individuols os he shall deem

ond

report the votes of his

delegofion.
3. In oil meetings of the Congress no delegate
shall be privileged to change his vote after the
vote has been declared by the presiding officer.
Any chonge of vote prior to thot moment shall
be reported from the floor by the delegofion
making the change. This should be mode
through rhe delegation representotive.
4. In the event that official responsibilities require
thot Q delegate be absent for o portion of a
meeting he moy vote by proxy by submitting
his vote to the Clerk or Secretory in written
form, but only in the cose of specific motions
pending ot rhe time of the delegate's departure.
Such proxies sholl be void if the motion to
which they apply shall be changed in any
monner.

5. In the Assemblies, Committees, ond Caucuses
the porticipoting delegates shall be seated to
gether in on area from which oil others ore
excluded. Guests and observers shall be seofed

in an area clearly seporoted from thot of the
participating delegates. This mokes possible
more efficient conduct of business and occurafe
determination of votes.

XV. Powers and Duties of Officers

ot receipt, amendments to bills; he shall cer

tify to oil bills possed by the Assembly, ond
shall deliver three (3j copies of oil such bills,
together with copies of the minutes to the
Foculty Committee on Rules ond Procedures.
4. The Secretary of o Committee shall have the
core ond custody of oil popers ond records; he
shall conduct all roll coll votes, and tabulate
and announce the results; he shoti keep the
minutes of the sessions of the Committee, and
shall send o copy of those minutes to the
Faculty Committee on Rules and Procedures
within one week of the odjournmenl of the
final session of the Congress.
XVi. steering Committee
1. There sholl be o Steering Committee composed
of the Speoker of the Assembly, the Clerk of
the Assembly, the Mojority Porfy Floor Leader,
the Minority Party Floor Leoder, the Mojority
Leoders of the Joint Conference Committees,
rhe Minority Leoders of the Joint Conference

Committees, if any, a member of the Faculty
Committee on Rules ond

Procedures, ond

o

foculty Poriiomentorion who sholl be choirmon
of the Committee. This Committee sholl:

a. Determine the agenda for meetings of the
General Assembly. The Steering Committee
shall hove the power to limit the agenda,
selecting from the bills reported from the
Joint Conference Committees, so that
thorough debote on the measure(s) may
occur.

b. Receive ond approve for plocement on the
ogendo ony resolutions, memorials, com
munications, or similar matters which indi

viduol delegates or Congress Committees
wish to bring before the Assembly.
c. Designate the order in which the Committees
shall report to the Assembly.
d.

Fix the total time allowed for debate on

each Committee's bill and amendments,
subject to appeal uf the Assembly as pro
vided in Article X, Section o.

e. Formulate and present to the Assembly ony
resolutions, memoriols, or similar matters
which It feels should properly come tiefore
that body.
f. Meet with the Editor of the Gavel subse

quent to the odlournment of the Congress

for the purpose of editing ond tronsmitting
ony bills and resolutions adopted by the
Congress in occordonce with Article XIII,
Sections 7 ond 8, to the Choirmon of the
Foculty Committee on Rules ond Procedures
and through him to the President of the
United States, the Chairmen of the appro

priate committees of the Congress of the
United States, to the Presidents of the porficipating colleges and universities, to the
Editor of the Gavel, and to such other or

). The Speaker of the Assembly shall coll the
meeting to order; he shall preserve order and
decorum; he shall nome the one entitled to the
floor; he sholl decide alt questions of order,
subject to Qppeoi to the Assembly; he shot! not
be required to vote in ordinary legislotive pro
ceedings except where his vote would be de
cisive; he shall put questions; he shall certify to
all bills possed by the Assembly.
2. The Chairman of a Committee shall coil the

meetings to order; he shall preserve order and
decorum; he shall name the one entitled to the
floor; he sholl decide oil questions of order,
subject to appeal to the Committee; he shall

not be required to vote, except where his vote
would be decisive; he shall put questions; ond
shall conduct the election of members to the
Joint Conference Committee.

3. The Clerk of the Assembly shall have the care
and custody of oil papers and records, he shall
serve os Clerk of the Steering Committee; he
hos orronged in its proper order, os determined
by the Steering Committee, from day to day

oil rhe business of the Assembly; he shall keep
the journal of the Assembly; he sholl conduct

gonizations

ond

individuols os

he

shall

deem appropriate, or as shall be specified
by the Rules of the Congress or oction of
the Assembly.

g. Hove primory responsibility for recommend
ing ony action which the Committee be
lieves will expedite the work of the As
sembly.

h. All decisions of the Steering Committee
regording the agenda and time limits on
debate shall be published and distributed
previous to the legislative session to which
they opply.

2. All Committee action shall be subject fo oppeal fo the Assembly.
XVII. Miseelloneous

1. In the Assembly, the unquolified motion to
odjourn is o mom motion becouse its effect

would be to dissolve the Congress sine die.
2. in coses not covered by these Rules, the pre
siding officer sholl follow H. M. Robert, Rules
of Order (Rev.) Scott, Foresmon and Company
New York, I95I.
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The Northwestern University-Owen L. Coon
National Debate Tournament
BY Russell Windes(NO
On February' 7 ami 8, 1958, more than

have been graduated from Northwestern as

tu'o-hiindred and fifty debaters and coaeli(?s
from ff)rty-nine colleges and universities took
part in the Northwestern-Owen Coon Na

Hardy Scholars under Mr. Corm's "influencing
others for good" philosophy. After Mr. Coon's

tional Debate Tournament held on the North-

carried out iiis belief that training in lorensics

westeni campus in Evanslon, Illinois. The
tournament is one of the largest eliminationtype tournaments held anywhere in the coun
try. The students and coaches represented at

was an important factor in the development
of responsible citizens. The Hardy Scholar
ship program was continued, and the Founda
tion began to sponsor other forensic activitie.s

the tournament travelled more than 103,000

at tlie University. The annual high school

mile collectively to attend the tournament,
and tliey represented colleges and universities
in eighteen States having a total enrollment

debate seminar held each fail on tlie North

death in 1948 the Owen Coon p-oimdation

of more than 270,000 students. W'c could

western campus, and the popular Interna
tional Debate each spring lue Iwth sponsored
by the Owen Coon F'oundation.

not help hut feel tliat this was superior tribute
paid to the educational values claimed for

of gratitude was owed to Mr. Coon and the

Northwestern felt tliat a ratlier large debt

tournament debating.

P'oimdation. Thus, the national debate tour

Although debating at Northwestern is in
its 102nd year, and this year's tournament
was our twenty-fifth tournament, tliis was

nament was named in honor of Owen L.

the first year for the Owen Coon Tournament.
Owen L. Coon was a stiulent debater at
Northwestern from 1914 to 1918. He was

president of the Gavel and Rostrum Society
in 1914 and 1915. After graduating from
Northwestern, Mr. Coon foiinded an auto

mobile finance company, whicb subsequently
developed into the General P^inance Corpora
tion, one of the large.st finance companies in
America. Mr. Coon believed that he owed

much to his training in forensics and the
tutelage of great teachers, such as Frofe.ssor
Clarion DeWitt Hardy of the Nortliwestern

School of Speech, and he wanted other stu
dents to have tlie opportunit>' for such stimu
lating and valuable training. Accordingly,
in 1935 he c-stablislicd the Clarion DeWitt

Hardy Scholarships in Forensics, "in honor

of the teacher who contributed most to my
education."

Eight Hardy Scholarships were established

by -Mr. Coon, and these eight scholarships
have continued in an unbroken series since

their founding. More than sLxty young people
•RiLisell Winih-s is sponsor of DSR at Northwestern
Vniversitv.

Coon.

Several schools came early Thursday eve
ning for the kick-off event of the tourna
ment, a Western Conference Debate between

.Nortliwestern and .Minnesota on the proposi
tion that Fresident Ei.senhower Should Resign

Iminediiitely.
Friday night the tournament banquet was
staged at the Grand Ball Room of the North
Shore. The guest speaker, M'illard VVirtz,
gave an address that will be long remembered
by tliose 300 people who attended the ban

quet, an addre.ss on "Fublic Address and
Politics." Mr. Wirtz is a prominent Chicago
attorney, a member of the Northwestern Law

School faculty, and was speech advisor to
.\dlai Stevenson in llie last two campaigns.
A panel composed of Dr. Glen Mills, Dr.
Wayne Minnick, Dr. Elmo Hohman, Wirtz,

and moderated by Dean James H. McBumey
of tlie School of Speech, discussed tlie tourna
ment debates they liad heard that afternoon
on Riglit-To-Work Legislation.
Butler University, Notre Dame University,
St. Olaf College, Southern Illinois University,
die University of Kansas, Washburn Univer
sity, Augustana College, and the United States

Military .Academy were the quarter-final
(Continued on Page 53)
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John Stuart Mill and the "Utility" of Debate
BY NKLS JULBfS'
A lu'iilthy spirit of <k'hato pervades the
works of jolm Stuart Mill. His eennomic and
pjilitieal lla-ories, based on tlie pliilosopby of

in the principles of reading aloud. Re
proached when Ids reading did not come up

Utililarianism. died with hini; hut bis philos

to know the importance of articulate speech.
This then was the preparation of a debater.
It should he pointed out, however, that we

ophy of debate lives after him, as personified
by his lif»' and illustrated iti his works.

Qtiinlilian has for generations excited man
with the iK>ssibilitics of education. James
Mill set out to test the theory. With the
birth of John StJiart on May 20, 1S06, James

to the standard set by Ids father, Mill grew

have dealt with tlie core of Mill's education

and not its meat. Tlirougli Ids father's diligent
guidance, Mill had been introduced to those
works intended to instill in him the Benthamic

Mill laimehe<l his son on an aea<lemic pro

principle of the "greatest happiness." It was

gram incredible in scopi--. His intentions were
twofold: first, lie would develop a man of

in tin- works of his father and Bentliam that

reason; and, secondly, he would indoctrinate
his heir with the philosophy of Utilitariani.sm.

solidate Ids learning.

His puriw)se was to create an advocat<', and
the core of liis plan was to train his son in

which would have amply (pialified 1dm for the
bar, John Stuart .Mill, following in his father's
footsteps, entered India House as a clerk,

the skills of the debater.

By the time he was twelve years old, John
Stuart Mill had read an astounding number

Mill found a unity into which he conld con
.\t seventeen, in 1822, with an education

when- he remained until his retirement in
18.58.

of works. His studies had encompassed tlie

The year 1822 marked another significant

classics, history, higher mathematics an<l

event in .Mill's life. The Union Deflating

some work in the experimental sciences. His
father had not failed to introduce him to

Society was in full swing. Here, Mill met
Macaiilay, Roinilly, Hyde and \'illi<Ts and

those classical works which would develop
in him a theory of expression. He had read
Plato, Isocrates, the orations of Demosthenes

discussed philosophical and political ques
tions at the weekly meetings. Mill was so
impressed with the Debating Society that

and Cicero. Cicero's work on oratory and

he formed one of his own. the Utilitarian

rhetoric, Dionysiiis and Aristotle's RlietDric,

Society. This group was made up of young
men agreeing in the fundamental premi.se of
utility as their standard of ethics and politics.
They met once every two weeks in the home
of Jeremy Bentham to read papers and dis
cuss questions relative to their fimdainental
beliefs. By the time the group disbanded in
1826, Mill had benefited greatly from the
practice in oral discussion the meetings had

whicii he had cast into synoptic tables.
At twelve years of age, .Mill's education in
logic began with the study of .\ristotle's
Organtiii. This work was supplemented with
a study of the scholastic logic and Hobbes.
By explanation and patient <iiiestioning the

elder Mill drilled his son in the importance of
syllogi.stic reasoning. During this period of

afforded.

his erlucation. Mill was reriuircd by his father
to analyze the orations of Demosthenes in
terms of how tliey illustrated the skill and art
of oratory. At this time, too, he read Quintilian and more of Plato.

From 182.5 to 1830, pulilie speaking and

debating filled a larg<' part in Mill's life. The
young Utilitarians challenged a group of
Oweiiites to a series of public debates. Mill

took an active part in the.se exciting debates
One other aspect of this early education, as
it relate.s to our subject, must be touched

upon. Mill's father thoroughly grounded him
•Nets JuleiiS is sponsor of the chapter at Allegheny
College.

hetween political economist and Owenite.
With this cxqwricnce behind them. Mill and

his friends organized the .Speculative Society
and held a series of debates. They met every
two weeks, and tlie list of participants in-
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cludt'd members of Parliament as well as the

most noted speakers of tl)e Cambridjie Union
and the Oxford United Debating Society.
Mill debate<l at almost every meeting.
Throngli tliese deljates. Mill greatly increased
liis power of effective expression.
Mill spent the remainder of his life in tlie

service of written rather than oral argument
with the exception of one interlude occurring
alino.st at tlie close of his life. In IS65, lie
represented Westminster in Parliament. In

First, if any opinion is compelled to silence,
that opinion may, for aiight we can certainly
know, be true. To deny this is to assume our
own infallibility.

Secondh', though the silenced opinion be
in error, it may, and very commonly does,
contain a portion of truth; and since the

general or prex ailiug opinion on any subject
is rarely or never the whole truth, it is only
by the collision of adverse opinion that the
remainder of tlie truth lias any cliancc of
being supplied.
Thirdly, even if the received opinion he
not only true, but the whole truth; unless it

Parliament, he look an active part in debates

is suffered to be, and actually is, vigorously

on Disraeli'.s Reform Bill, the reform and

and earnestly contested, it will, liy most of

land tenure in Ireland, representation of
women, tlu- reduction of the national debt

and the reform of London government. It
was said of Mill that his presence in Parlia
ment elevated the tone of debate.

Mill's theory of debate is not systematized
in any of his works. Through the examination
of several of his writings, however, we can
deris e .some notion of what he believed with

respect to the "utility" of debate.
It is significant that his first major work
was the Logic, published in 1834. \Miile the
Logic is an attempt to restate the fundamental

tenets of Utilitarianism, Mill's purpose was
also to educate. He finnly believed that for
tliose who would decide i.ssue-s, logic was the
basic and essential tool. The purpose of logic,
Mill believed, was the clarification of one's
own thinking. All sound debate mu.st be

founded uimn logic. The effectiveness of
debate is dependent tipon the participant's
ability to define, classify, support, refute and
conclude reasonably. These are the tools pro
vided by logic. This must be the debater's
starting point.

This was where .Mill be

gan in his systematic presentation of Utili
tarianism.

Oil Liberty is perhaps the most popular of
.Mill's works. It is important to realize that
the essay depends for its development upon
a sound treatment of the "utility" of debate.
This material is dealt with in the .section of

the essay in which Mill tried to establish the
relationship of thought and discussion to
liberty.
Debate, or discussion—Mill uses tliese

terms interchangeable, is essential for liberty
for four reasons:

those who received it. he lu-Id in the manner

of a prejudice, with little comprehension or
feeling of its rational grounds.
Fourthh", the meaning of the doctrine itself

will he in danger of being lost, or enfeebled,
and depri\ed of its vital effect on tlie cliaracter ami conduct: the dogma becoming a
a mere fonnal profession, inefficacious for
good, but cumbering the ground and pre
venting llie growtli of any real and lieartfelt
conviction from reason or personal experience.
In addition to these considerations and

skillfully interwosen into the es.say is a pres

entation of the responsibility of tiie debater
seldom erjualled in clarity and force.
Mill believed that mankind in general was

essentially rational l«)th in conduct and
opinion. The reason for this rested in man's
ability to rectify his mistakes through expe

rience and discussion. Not, howex er, by ex
perience alone; because only through discu.ssion can experience be interpreted. Argu

ment provides a means of testing wrong
opinions and practices. And reliance must be
placed in argument; because of the effect it

produces on the mind, and because facts by
themselves mean little until interpreted by
the arguer.

The essential ({ualities of the arguer are
rationality and open mindediiess. The.se eharaeteristics lielp to give us confidence in his

judgment. His mind is open to critici.sm. His
practic-e is to hear out his opponents, profiting
by what is just and ferreting out the fallacies
for his own benefit and, when practical, ex
pounding them to others. The effective
arguer attempts to know the whole of a sub

ject by studying every conceivable opinion
held by tliose of a variety of points of view.
After going through this process, never shut(Continued on Page 54)
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What the Students Say About Forensics
BY Li;k E. Gbanell'

Few issues of otir professional speech pub
lications app<Mr witlioiit an article or coninierit upon the status and value of competi
tive

debate

and

iiKlividual esents.

The

writings usually represent a wide range of
opinion. This situation may exist because we
are not eoinpletely certain al^Mit a number
of questions concerning forensics. Some indi

Consideration was given to the ixrssibility
that all relevant answers were iu»t listed on

the questionnaire. Thus an additional choice
for I'tlier answers was afforded the subject
on three of the (juestions. In the case that

none of the offered answers was appropriate,
he could write in his an.swer. The other two

viduals even are uncertain that forensics arc

rpiestions called for vahie-judgments with
aii.swers ranging from one extreme to the

of any value to the students concenied, or

other.

society as a whole. Others feel tliat tourna

ments are of value, but that the giving of

Tlie rjuestionnaires w<Te distributed to
high sciiool directors as they registered at

awards detracts from, or even negates, that

loiimament head<iiiart<TS. The coaches, in
turn, distributed them to tlieir own students.

value.
Are we then left with no alternative but to

continue our speculation? Forensic activitie.s
cannot be smeared on a slide and e.xamined

under a micro.scope. Have we, bowever, e.\plored all likely areas which migiit give us
more information alnrnt our field?

While we have spoken enthiisiastieally of
what forensics may do for the student, we
have .seldom

asked

the .student

what he

thinks about the activities in which he is

engaged. Thus, it was iny task in a recent

survey to <liseo\er students' opinions on a
mimher of questions that have interested
educators h)r some time.

The University of Southern California each
year host.s over five-hundred high school

students at tlie largest forensic tournament in
the state of California. These students rep
resent naire than fifty-five high schools from

Los Angeles County and the surrounding
area. This .seemed a good opportunity to
learn what students in S(mthern California

thought about forensics. While it wotild Ix*

presumptuous to consider the replies indica

tive of optnious of all high school competitors,
this .sampling could at lea.st provide clues to
speaker attitudes.
The questionnaire submitted to the con

testants was relatively short iuid simple to
complete. It consi.sted of five questions. Each
(juestion aUowed the student to merely check
an answer that best reflected bis opinion.
•Mr. Gruiifll is a teaching fellow at the University
of Sonllieni California.

Tf) promote genuine expressions of student
opinion, iiuestionnaires were unsigned and
returned directly to thi.s writer.
Briefly, it was my objective to determine
five things: (1) why students enter a par
ticular tournament, (2) how students had

become attracted to forensic competition,(3)
wliat the students considered to be the great
est value of forensic activities, (4) tlie moti
vation of awards, and (5) .student .satisfac

tion witli what they had derived from foren
sic touniaincnls.

Two huiulred-fifty-nine students responded
to the (iiiestionnaire. However, all replies

could not be utilized for purposes of the
survey. Twenty-.six were disqualified; eight
of these for obviously bumptious entries WTitten in tlie other eiioice, and eighteen for
hiihire to follow instructions.

Figures I through V represent the fpiestioiis given and the luunber of students that
responded to eacli alternative. As students
participating in debate and students entered

only in individual events took the question
naire on different days, it was possible to

tabulate the responses separately. The first
figure indicates tlie total for individual events

contestants, and tlie second figure imlicates
the total for debate contestants.

It was interesting to note tliat despite the
fact that thi.s was a state-(iualifying tourna

ment, a large preponderance of the students
entered "to gain speaking experience." No
otlier alternative for cjiiestion 1 gained

enough re.sponses to he seriously considered.
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tlic nation. If they are not, I am eager to

This is the first surprise in the tabulation.
Question 2 gave ns a variety of responses,

hear of the results from similar studies in

including a large number of other choices.

other localities.

This .seems reasonable as wo have long been
Figure I

aware that the students come to us via a

Que.stio.\ I

number of paths. The fact that classes
.seemed to have slightly more effect than

WHY DID YOU ENTER THIS

other possibilities might lead us to believe

TOURNAMENT
Individual
Evcnb

that our courses make the subject somewhat

interesting to our students. It also might
enco\irage us to continue searching basic
aiur.ses for students that display an aptitude

Spcidcer!)

.A. I hope to win a medal

Uebaters

7

6

or troph)'.
B. Tournaments are fun.

15

6

C. I think it will be
educational.

16

13

should be expected—relative indecision, p'ew
educators agri-e completely upon the greatest

D. To gain speaking

87

57

xaliie of foreusics; we might expect similar
division of opinion among students. While

E. This is a State-Qualifying

3

6

6

10

for extracurricular participation.

The third <juesti<tn providc-s the resttlts that

students entered only in individual events

did favor personality development by a fairly
substantial margin, debaters favor int«'llectual
competition, but by a lesser margin.
Contrary to popular belief, awards and
decisions may not play as imi«irtant a role
in providing incentive as most educators
would have anticipated. Only forty-five per
cent of the restwndents confirmed the stimu
lus of decisions and awiuds. The remaining

fifty-five per cent at least predicted tliat
they might expend as much effort if selfsatisfaction were the only reward.

Question .5 provided us with the greatest
margin of agreement, with nearly seventyeight per cent of the students affirming that

experience.
Tournament.

F. Other (Specify)
Fiouhk II

Question 2
HOW DID YOU f/flSr BECOME

.\TTRACTED TO FORENSICS?
Individual
Events

Sp«'aker4

A. The coach asked me to

26

D«>balers

13

compete.

B. Through a class I took.

53

23

C. Friends reconunonded it.
D. I read al>niit it.

15
1

11
3

E. I feel it important for my

28

30

chosen occupation.
F. Other (Specify)

10

16

they had received nu)re than they luul ex-

Figure HI

peeled from forensic competition. Though

Question 3

they do not agree on what tliey have gained,
they do express general satisfaction with

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE

GREATEST VALUE OF FORENSICS?

tlic outcomes.

Individual
Events

From these data several generalizations
sej'in warranted. First, students become in
terested in foreusics for a niimlxfr of reasons.

Spi-aken.

A. Worth-wliile topics arc

Debaters

6

5

61

23

disciissed.

ability to speak and to acquire a mon; well-

B. It develops a student's
personality.

rniinded personality. Third, the experience

C. Students have an oppor-

2

4

tunity to win medals
and trophies.
D. It prepares the student

35

17

S(?cond, they compete to improve their

itself is rewarding for many students; many
others are strongly moti\-atcd by decisions

and awards. Fourtli, regardless of how or
wh)' they have entered forensics, they are
pleased with what forensics has done for
them.

Perhaps these students in Southern Cali

fornia are not typical of students throughout

for many jobs.
E. It is recreational

F. Intellectual competition
is stimulating.
G. Other (Specify)

3

0

22

43
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(Continued on Page 56)
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Psychiatric Nursing and Debate Training
BY Doris Schmidt(MM '55)
My choictf of psychiatric nursing as a pro

chiatric nursing principle, "get him to talk

fession was influenced by the biickground I

about his troubles."' 1 asked the proverbial

had received in the liberal arts, the sciences

tjuestion, "Why are ytju feeling this way?"

and by practical experience in various hos
pitals in caring for lx)th physically and men
tally ill patients. My four yeans experience
in collegiate debate also bad considerable

He answered without hesitation, "I'm in hell,
tliat's why." Automatically I flaunted another

influence on my choice.
In debate I had foiind an opportunity to

talk (I am quite fond of the habit), to dis
cuss controversial issues, to test new ideas,

(picstion as bait, "What makes you think
you're in hell?" His piercing blue eyes did
not waver ami he replied, "Hell is eternal
fnistration and I'm always frustrated."
Dtimbfoundedly I stood there and attempt

to prove old ones, to meet interesting pertple

ed to respond to tins simple, truthful and
seemingly logical statement. I don't re

and t«) tlLscover their manner of thinking. In

member exactly what reply I gave to him

general. I had hoped I could discover in
psychiatric nursing an opportunitj' to further

but I do remember that the succeeding verbal
e.vehanges between us provided enough

these .same interests.

It may seem incongruous that I chose such
a field to satisfy my interests in logical think
ing. argument and discussion. Nevertlieless,
I was attracted by the personal freedom that
this field tjffered: the freedom to talk, to

mental stimulation to satisfy the debater's
love for discussion in me and at the same

time cliallenged the nurse's desire in me to
understand people.
In addition to the personal interests I have
found common in my college debating and

discuss and to think in a self-directed manner.

my pre.seiit occupation there are what I call

I do nut mean to imply that there are no

"academic common denominators" in botli

limits or rules in the different types of psy

areas. I refer to .some of the basic principles

chiatric nursing but, comparatively speaking,
the rigid codes that gocem so many otlier

of speech and communication which I utilized

types of nursing are absent. Here, too, as in

all nursing, I could work with the most
fascinating of all God's creatures—man. I

might add the rhetorical cjuestion, "Where
else could tliey possibly be more interesting?"
Perhaps a few examples from my past ex
periences will illustrate that my expectations
have on the whole been well fulfilltfd—and

challenged.
One of my first cunLrct.s with an acutely

disturbed person, a very intense young man,
is still vivid in my memory. I discovered
him on one occasion, staring straight ahead
with a tormented expression on his face. All
too eagerly I wanted to help so I met the

situation by applying the traditional psy-

in debating while in college and which I now
use in psychiatric nursing. Must of tliese
basic concepts are taught in the general
speech course.

In psychiatry, I find it necessary to keep
close to recall at all times the elements of

euinmunicatioii hecaii.se of the major role
they play in most psychiatric disorders. One
obvious e.xample of incongruou.s communica

tion is employed by the adult who constantly
speaks "hahy talk." I was personally impres.sed with the faulty comnumication that
I received from a sweet «ild soul wlio smiled

pleasantly at me and spoke kindly to me and
then in the next instant belted me with a

right jah.
Understanding why sncli behavior occurs

is naturally the prime object of concern to
•Miss Schmidt is a charter member of the Mt. Merc>chapter. Shr- is ik»xv employed us a mental health
staff nurse at the Clinicjil Cerrter of the National

Iristitnte of Heuith, Bcfhesda, Maryland. Her reinnrks arc purticuliiriy intcrtsting in light of the
coming Nalional Mental Health observance in April.

people in a psychiatric or mental health
setting but before a situation can be under

stood it must l>e recognized for what it is.
1 draw heavily upon past speech training to
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lu4p me recognize tliese breaks in \alitl
coninninicalion, many of which are not as
olivioiis as the two given in the examples.
Another "common denominator" is the

.syntax of the .sentence may be fine, the
thoiight may be beautiful but the thought
expres.sed actually may have nothing to do
with tlie subject at hand. A tyi>ical e.vample

area concerned witli the content of speech.

may .sound as nonsensical as; "Plea.se show

In the above, tlic emphasis was placed on
how a tlionght is expressed. It is equally im

me where you put the newspaper," and the
reply, "Yes, thank you, I will take some of
Ari.stotlo's chewing gum."

portant to listen to icluit is being said. Per
haps the practicality of thi.s can he demon

strated by some parallel examples. In a
debate; one was always faced with the
empluitic statements of the opponent that
the entire world would go to riiin if his plan
were not enacted. It was a profitable ex
perience to learn to f-xamine the factual as
pects of such .sweeping statcnu-nts and to

learn to view them for what tliey are worth.
.All too frequently such statement could be
countered simply by labeling them "mere
assertions."

The psychiatric world is also rampant with
such "as.sertions." The terminology is slightly
different, however, In a debate we asked for

prtjol, in psychiatry we seek rerility, i.e. that
which should he based on fact. Many of the
psychosomatic ailments arc certainly asser
tions without proof: the "fever" with no tem

perature elevation, the excruciating pains
which conveniently come and go, the limp

with no neuromustiilar impairment. Usually
more easily recsignizcd arc the eases of the

p<Tsons who claim to he famous personages
or who tell of wikl schemes to save the world.

The reality factor is obviously missing in
tiiese cases. Once this is recognized then the
next step is to decide how to respond to the
individual case.

Unfortunately tliere are no patented for
mulas describing the method of handling
such situations. Tlic first step, locating and
recognizing the "as.sertion," in the process
is basic—the succeeding steps are highly de

batable. Just as each affirmative plan is
tailored by the individual debate team to
best suit the stated eontentions so the indi

vidual p.sychiatr!c approach or treatment ref!ect.s the various scliools of thought on the
situation.

There are other areas in iisychiatry which
demonstrate faulty communication processes.
The interesting problem of irrelevant con
versation lies in this area. For examine, the

It is not too difficult to imagine, in the
.same category (less pronounced), .some of

my pa.st debate experiences in which friend
foe went off on a tangent to evade a strong
point. As a debater I had to learn to reeogniz.e eva.sivene.s.s and attempt to get the dis
cussion back to the pertinent point. Similarly
it is the everlasting task of a psychiatric nurse
to evaluate such responses as the above and
to respond as close to reality as the indix idual
case will pennit.
For what it is worth, I will admit that
many times I have been side-tracked into

arguing on the opponent's tangent hut I've

never yet gone out looking for a jjiccc of
Aristotle's chewing gum!
Obviously tlie examples I have given are
over-.simplified and there are many ramifica
tions which I have not mentioned. Wluit lies
ht-neath these confused communieations?

What do they all mean? The complexity of
the problem is one that has baffled civiliza
tion for centuries. It is still unsolved.

I have attempted to share with you some
of my ohservatifuis in this field, in particular
tliose in which I have found corresponding
similarities in my debate experiences. Each
of us depends upon his own personal reservoir
of knowledge anil experience to lielp him
funetioii in his particular job. It has been a
great help to me to have my debate experi
ences to augment my personal resources. I

have found it x cry beneficial to recognize thc
many facets of communication—whether in

tlicir natural, exaggerated or negative states.
At present I am doing psychiatric musing
in a re.seiu-ch setting. The theory is com
paratively new ami untried; the methods of

operating are unorthodox. The project is in
a sen.se like the affinnative team advocating

something extreme and radical. The position
of the "burden" of proof is quite clear; it
(Continued on Page 54)
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The Missouri Valley Forensic League
1958, Its Sil\'er Jubilee
BY E. Chkts Biehler®

marks the official birthday of the League,

Tht' Missouri Valley Forensic League,
composccl of fovirtccn tneitiber scliools (tt^n

although the first meeting featuring three

Delta Sigma Rho) Iwasts a tiailition which
in many rt-spects is unique in tlie annals of

and extempore speech, did not take place

American competitive c«)l]ege forensics.

For tile past twenty-five years, the League
featured only three standard events; (1) sec

rounds of tlehate on a special subject other
than the national college or high school ques
tion. Debaters keep the same side during
the tonrnament. (2) formal oratory where
the orators are rerpiired to appear in formal

dress and submit copy of their oration to lie
filed with the secretary. (3) extempore

speaking, two students from each school.
The topic is always tlie same—"The Anieriean Political Scene."

Tlie pres(;nt League is the amalgamated
product of two separate organizations—The
Missouri Valley Oratorical Association which
was formed in 1917, and the Missouri

\'alley Debate League which was organized
in 1925. Tlie union of these two groups was
eonsiimmated apparently without fuss or iormalities. The seeretari's minutes of the An

nual Mi-ssoiiri \"alley Oratorical Association

Bu.siness Meeting held at 2:00 p.m. Thursday,
March 23, 1933. in the Boone Hotel, Colum

bia, Missouri, give perhaps our best recordetl clue as to how the present Missouri Valley
Forensic League came into being. This item
simply reads: "Professor Griscom of Texas
extended an invitation to the .Association to

hold the Annual Oratorical Conte,st next year
at Austin, Texa.s, in conjunction with an invi

tation debate toiiniament and an extempore

speaking contest. After discu-ssing the pro's
and eon's of the practical aspects of holding
the contest at .Austin, Texas, it was moved by
Professor Young f of Wasliington University )
and sceonded b)' Professor Lyon (of Soutli
Dakota) that the .As.sociation should accept
Professor Griseom's invitation. The motion

lorerisic competitive events; tiratory, debate
until March 22-24, 1934, at Austin, Texas.
The present member .schools are: University

of Arkamas, University of Colorado, Creighton University, Itiwa State College, Univer
sity of Kansas, Kansas State College, Louisi
ana Stat<- University, University of Nebraska,

I'niversity of Oklahoma, Unisersit>' of South
Dakota, UnixiTsity of Texas, Washington
University, University of Wichita, and Baylor
Universit)'.
The trials and tribulations of the old Mis

souri Valley Oratorical Association and the

Mis-souri Valley Debate League before (heir
union in 1933, should he of interest to .speech
and forensic students of this day.
Oratory was a forerunner of debate among
.American colleges. The Northern Oratorical

League composed largely of what is now
known in athletic parlance as "Big Ten
Schools," was formed in IB90—more than

twenty years ahead of a tiebate league for

this cluster of .schools. Oratory a half eeiilury
ago was most highly regarded. In the eliapter
reports of The Gaiel before World War I,
the college orator fre(iiiently was even more
glorified than the debater.
The .Missouri Valley Oratorical .Association
found it much easier In carr>' on its activity
in a harmonious peaceful manner than did
tlie Debate League. The first contest in
oratorj' was held in 1917. The schools form
ing the Association were eight in number:
Iowa State, Nebraska, Kansas, Kansas State,
Missouri, \\'ashington. Drake and Oklahoma.
The second contest was held in 1918 at Iowa

State, ami the third at Lincoln, Nebraska, in
1919. The writer has been unable lo obtain

essential data for the following five years.
Some light is thrown on the activity of the

was carried iiiianimously." Marcli 23, 1933,

■Association in a letter by its secretary dated

'Professor Biichfer is Trustee of D.S.R.

2 reads: "The following are essential points

-March 4, 1926. The Secretary's Bulletin No.
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taken from the minutes of last year: (1)
Admission of Texas, South Dakota and Colo

hy the host school $5.00 and expenses, or a

single judge could be used, but his minimum

rado. (2) The dropping of Iowa State and

honorarium was $20.00 and expenses. The

N'i'ljraska." This Inilletin indicates that one

teams were composed of tlirei- men unless by

copy of the oration must he provided instead
of four. Tuxedoes arc mandatory, word
limit reduce<l from 1,700 In 1,500, no orator

mutual consent

when

two-member teams

could be u.sed. A bitter feud developed on
this point hetw-een Texas and Oklahoma.

can win twice. Annual dues were SIO.OO.

Texas threatened to withdraw if it had to

The corre.spondcnce shows that University

.send a three-man team to Nonnan, Oklahoma.

of Washington at St. Louis was the most
popular location and the contest was held

rights to use three men. This dispute was the

there more than at any other .school. The
constitntion set the third Friday in March as

Oklahoma insisted upon its constitutional
Gaza Strip of that <lay. Constructive speeches
were fifteen minutes and rebuttals five min

eonfest date. It specified only male under

utes for three-member teams. If two were

graduate students in good standing were

on a team, tlie spi-eclies were sixteen and
eight minutes in length. In the second year.

eligible.

There was insurrection deep in tlie heart
of Texas when Missouri entered a woman

student in 1928. The peace and harmony of
the Association was momentarily shattered,
hut chivalry prevailed and tlie young lady-

Professor Moore of Texas wrote, "T be!ie\'e

we will have to drop some of onr absolute
rules to keep the League intact."

The League sliulcd out to give champion
ship awards based upon four debates. Drake

was exti-mled equal rights to fre<- speech with

won the first year, Kan.sas the next two and

the men, the constitution notwithstjinding.

by the fourth year, tlie schedule bogged
down so badly tliat no clean-cut victory could
be determined. The fourtli year, 1928-29.
the Missouri N'alley Dehafe League was on

TIk- .Nfis-soiiri Valley Debate Conference
was fonnulalcd largely through the labors
and leadership of Professor Harry B. Sum
mers, Director of Debate at Kansas State

College during the fall months of 1925. A
long, complieated eonstruction wa.s drawn
witli 4,000 words of nilcs and regulations

wliich proved u source of entanghMiients,
misunderstandings, as well as personal and
institutional frictions

which foreshadowed

tronhled times and possible doom to the
young League. Eight schools were in the

select League: Colorado, Drak<', Kansas,
Kan.sa.s State, Oklahoma, Texas, South Da
kota, and Washington,

a temporarily snspendi-d basis with Harry
Summers as secretary. On March 21, 1929,
at St. Louis, Missouri, this organization met

jointly with the .Missouri Oratorical Associa
tion. Howard Hill read at this time a new

constitution submitted by Professor Sum
mers. This new document was discussed at

great length and finally was rejected. Sum

mers' proposal as indicated in the .secretary's
minutes, "called for administrative coopera
tion which seemed impractical and useless."

Yet, the group felt much could he gained by
definite affiliation with the conference that

An Ex<-ciitive Secretary of the czar typo

would lend prestige to debate in general. An

was elected each year. The first secretary

important part of the minutes read as

was J. B. Homer of Oklahoma (1925-26).

follows:

The .second was William O. Moore of Tc.xas.

"When it was apparent that the proposed

Tlie third was E. C. Buehler of Kamsas, and

constitution of Mr. Summers would not be

hy tlie foiirtli year, the Leagu<- began to fall
apart and Harry K. Summers was drafted to

accepted and tliat some organization should
be retained, the following measures were

serve as temporary secretary of tlie League.

enacted:

Travel schedules seemed to cause most of the

trouble. The secretary .set up the schedule
and a school caught with long trips found
its meager forensic budget ruined. All .school-s
were reipiired to have four debates, all
judged by three judges who must he paid

"1. Membership: Moved by Griscom of
Texas, secoiidwl b\- Buehler of Kansas Uni

versity, tliat the basis for tlie membership
of the Missouri Debate League for the first
(Continued on Page .5-5)
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The Litramural Program—A Means of Increasing
Participation in the Speech Activities
BY Don Wjlliams'

Association of The University of Texas in an

.Advance registration is not required. On
the night of a preliminary contest, the stu
dents wishing to enter report to a designated

In the spring «)f 1954, the Texas cliapler of
Delta Sigma Rho joined with the Oratorical
attempt to find a means of increasing parti

room in the Speech Building. There tliey are

cipation in the extracurricular speech pro

asked to fill out entry sheets giving their

gram. With increasing frequency the com

names, atldresses, and the names of tlie orgamzalioris which ihey are representing. The

plaint was being lieard that tlie existing
program, consisting mostly of intercollegiate

entries are tlien divided into groups of from

ilchatc, could not lie justified in terms of the
rclathely small number of .students partici

ten to fifteen each and arc sent with judges
to other rooms where tlie preliminary con

pating.

tests are held. Jiuiging in the preliminary
contests is done by members of Delta Sigma

After considering several pr<(i)<)sals. the
two organizations decided to concentrate

Rho and mcmliers of the intercollegiate
speech squad.

tlieir efforts on the rcvitalization of an iritra-

miu-al speech program. Such a program had
exi.sted on tlic Univcrsitv' campus for some
time, but in the years immetliately prior to

1954 had Iku-ii lagging badly. Contests were
held irregularly and inlre(iuently; organiza
tion and administration were haphazard; pub
licity was almost nonexistent; participation
was usually limited to meiiibeis of tire de
bate s«piad. Ill tlie academic year 1953-1954

the largest uumbcr participating in any one
contest was fourteen.

From each preliminary group one to three
finalists are selected. In the final contest,
usually held one week later, judges drawn

(rum the faculty and the cit>' of Austin select
first, second, tliird and fourth place winners.
At the end of each semester awards are made

to the tliree campus organizations whose

members have compiled the largest number
ol points in the four conte.sts.
Those of US who have worked witli the

program for the past three-and-a-half years

In the fall of 1954, the two organizations
launched the "new" intramural speech pro

attribute the greater portion of its success to
two factors; (1) a carefully pLmned design

gram. Since that time the growth has been
constant and most gratifying. In the fall of
1957, thirty campus organizations provide

to encourage competition both among indi\idiials and orgaiii/ations; and (2) a con
tinuing series of exiJeriments endeavoring to
discox er the c-ontest types and formats which

more than three hundred entries in the four

contests held during the first semester.
In essence, tlie .structure of the program is

a simple one. Contests in four speech events
are held each semester. Preliminaries ami
finals for each contest are scheduled on

Thursday evenings, beginning witli about tlic
tliird class week and e.vtending no later than
the fomtccnlh week. Participation is open
to all students in the University with tlie

exception of tho.se who have won letters in

attract maximum participation.

Whatever may l>e the merits of coopera
tive speech activities in other contexts, tiie
sine qua nun of the intranuiral program at
Tlie University of Texas is competition. In
cacli of tlie individual conte.sts, the first

place winner receives an engraved wall
plaque. Second, third, and fourth place win
ners receive niiiiiatiire cups. .At one time

medals were given to all individual winners.

the intercollegiate program.

.Altliough the plaques and cups now given are
more expensive, we have felt tliat the in-

•Don Williams Ls chapter sponsor at the University

crea.sed expenditure has been worthwhile.
Medals are likely to be tossed into desk

of Texiis.
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(IruwjTs; plii({iu?s and cups usually are to be
<lisplayed where they will attract the atten
tion of other students.

Th<- point system by whicli the organiza
tion winners are determined at the end of

each .semester was designed to strike a bcU-

ance between "(piantity" and "rpiality" of
participation. For eacli of its memln-rs who
enters a preliminary contest, the organiza
tion r4-c<-ives five points; for each member
who (jualifies as a finalist, the organization
receives twenty-five points. Organizations
whose menilx-rs win first, sec-ond, third and

fourth places in any contest, receive throe
himdrerl, two hundred, one Imndred, and

fifty points respectively. Thus, while the
point system encourages an organization to

ent<T a large number of contestants, it is
impossible to win one of the awards on
entries alone. On the otlu-r hand, it is vir

tually impossible for an organization to win

time nearly one hundred students showed up
on one night to read poetr\', we had suspected
that it would prove popular. W'e were com
pletely unprepared, however, for the extreme
popularity of impromptu speaking, particu
larly in view of the rather dismal response to
extemporaneous speaking. .As a finid test,
both contests were included in the schedule

for one senurster. E.xcept for th«- time allowed
for preparation, the rules were identical. In

Iwth contests, topics concerned campus ac
tivities; in botli, the student drew three topics
and from these selected one; in both, he was
asked to sjx-ak for a maximum of five mintites. The only difference was that in im

promptu the student had tliirty seconds to
prepare; in extern p lie had thirty minutes.
The imprompfu eontest oiitdrew extemp by

more than three to one. Regretfully, extem
poraneous speaking was abandf)ned.
Often we have found that tlu- most popu

on the basis of <tnc or ts\"o "star" pcrfonners.

lar contests were tlinse which tic<l in with

I'crhaps the most important reason for the

current campus interests, <-vents, and topics
of discussion. Tlx* .Student .Assembly at Texas

growth of the intramural program, however,

lies in what we ha\ e learned about the types
of contr'.sts which attract .student participa
tion. At first, several of the conventional

activitie.s were included in the program.
Extcmpardneous speakinfi attracted very few;

iiratonj and debate attracted virtually no one,
One year we tried declamation. This is tlic
most popular speech a<tivit>' in the Texas

secondar>- schools and we felt that it might
draw

considerable interest from

students

who had participated in their high schools,

The results were disappointing. From talking
to many ix-rsons, we came to the conclusion
that the average student cf)nsiders these

conventional conte.sts to be for the "experts,"
Rightly or wrongly, he feels that they re(|uire a degrei' of talent and skill b<'ynnd
liis capacities.

Eacli semester we tr>' one or more new
activities. If a contest proves popular it is

given a regular place in the program; if it
fails to draw a sizeable number of contestants

it is revised or abandoned.

Since their introduction in the fall of 19.5-f,

pnetnj reading and impromptu speaking ha\ c
Ixen the two mtrst popular c-ontests. Both are
now included in each semester's program.
Although we were a little surprised the first

has a Grievance Committee before which

students ma>' appear and voice their com
plaints. Last fall The Daily Texan carried
a story to the effect that few students were

appearing before the committee. The di
rectors of the intramural program imme

diately set up a Stereopluinie Fussbudgeting
—the title came from tlu? comic strip Peanuts
—c-ontcst in which students were invited to

give five minute talks on any "gripes" which
they had concerning the University. Mem
bers of the Grievance Committee were asked

to .s-ervf as ju<lge.s. The idea caught the intere.st of the campus; a large number of stu
dents participated; The Daily Texan gave
front page coverage, witli pieture.s, to botli
the preliminary- and final contests; and the

entire extracurricular speech program was
brought favorably to the attention of the

Student .As.sembly.
During die past scmcsttT we experimented
for the first time with a news analysis contest
in which the students rend items from a

newspaper and then comment upon them.
The event was moderately popular and we
think that with some minor changes it may
become a permanent feature of the program.
During the spring semester we wnll experi
ment with a prn.se reading contest.
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I suppose that there may be some who will
complain that in our drive tor maximum par
ticipation we tend to emphasize the "easy"
contest which takes little advance prepara
tion. We, however. ha\e no apologies. The

intramural program is designed for the stu
dent who wfuild not otherwise participate in
speech aclix ities; it is intended for tlie many
rather than the few. The few who have the

time and talent for such things as debate

and orat«>ry can. and do, find an outlet in
the intercollegiate program and in the sev
eral endowed prize contests which are held
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hive.fiigatiou of Stthject Matter: Lillian Wag
ner (IT) ch., Gale Rieliard-s (WA),

Rollin C. Osterweis (Y), George F.
Henigan (GW), Paul

Boas (OB),

Thomas A. Hopkins (M.\l), Charles
Parkhurst (BK).

Rules and Procedures: Austin Freeley, Ch.,
Edd Miller (M), Paul Cannaek (O),
Russel Windes (.\0).

Local Arrangeniertts" David Ralpli (MS)
eh., Jack Bain (MS). Huber Ellingsxvorth (.MS).

throughout the year.
During a meeting of the Student Assembly
at which a motion to increase tl)e appropria
tion to the extracurricular speech program
was being <lebated, the president of one of

Spoas-or Activities: Robert Newman (PT)
eh.. Rev. Rolx-rt F. Purcell (CR), Leroy Laase (.N"), Stanley Kiriney (COL),
Herman Cohen (OR), Harold Ross
(DP).

the fraternities wliich recently had won an
intramural speech award rose to liis feet.
"Our speech trophy." he said, "has attracted
more attention from parents and alumni than
any other award we liave ever won. More
than anything else, it has eonviiieed them our

fraternity's activities consist of something be
sides parties and Ix-er-busls." The motion to
increase the appropriation carried.

Hiiiu/uet, Speakers and initiation: Kenneth
Hance (MS) ch., R. Victor Hamack

(CLR ), Charles Goetzinger ( KA ), Thorrel Fest (CLR).

Initiation: Robert Weiss (DP) ch., Joe Lane
(MQ). E. C. Buehler (K).

Kvahwtum: Ronald Reid (W) ch., William
Vanderpool (OR), Roger Nebergall
(OK). James McBath (SC), George
Sparks (AR).

EIGHTH DSR STUDENT CONGRESS

(Continued from Page 35)
uled for tlie Gctieral Cofmcil. The General

Council is tompt)sed of the officers of the
society and representatixes of each chapter.
This council will be meeting to deal with
some of the serious issues facing the society.
It is hoped that every chapter will be repre.sented in these deli!>eratious. A large
agenda of items relating to the work of tlie

society is being prepared by President Fest
and the Executive Committee.

.Many chapter sponsors and members are

Alumni Relations: Earl Wells (ORS) c)i.,
Rupert Cortwright (WAV), John Kcltner ( KA).

NORTHWESTERN . . .

( Continued from Page 42)
teams. The winners of the quarter-final
rounds, and the four teams to reaeli tlic semi

finals were: United Stales .Military .Academy
and Augustana College; and Washburn Unixersity and tlie University of Kansas. Kansas
and Augustana xx-on the semi-final rounds and

actixe in the preparations for the Congress.

met in the final round. In a close decision in

Dr. Charles Goetzinger of Kansas State
College and Dr. Victor Harnack of the Unixersity (jf Colorado are co-chairmen of the
Congre.ss activities. Austin Freeley of John
Carroll University is Director of the Student
Congress. .Assisting in the preparatory and

the final round, the University of Kan.sa.s de

on-the-scene activities arc several committees
as foUows:

feated -Augustana ]»y a 2-1 decision to take

first place and win tlie Owen Coon Trophy
fur one year.

The final round xxas judged by Dr. Glen E.
Mills, Dr. Ernest J. Wrage,and Dr. Wayne E.
Minnick, all of the department of public
speaking.
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PSYCHIATRIC NURSING . . .

(Continued from Page 48)
lies witli tliose who arc advancing the new

theory. The business of conceptualizing the
ories, ver]>ali7.ing tliem, making implicit ideas
explicit, getting and recording acciTrate obser\ati»>ns, organi/ing data in a logical man
ner—all lends to the building of the "case."
The particular tlieoiy on which this project
is bused provides a "plan" to soKe the riddle
of mental illness. Only time will be able to
judge if it is the Ircst.

objections or difficulties that must be success
fully met before its adoption. This can be
done only by oral discu.ssion coupled with
penetrating cross-examination. In his review

of Gnite's Plato, .Mill contends, "Dialectic,
thus understood, is one branch of an art which

is the main portion of the Art of Living—that
of not believing except on sufficient evi

dence; its function being that of compelling
a man to put his Ix-Hef into precise tenns, and
take a defensible position against all objec
tion that can l,>e made to it."

The other braneh of dialectic, its positive
]OIIN STUART MILL . . .

(Continued from Page 44)

arm consists mainly of the logical processes
of definition and divi-sion. It represents tlie
direct search for the eommon feature of things
in tlie same class. It is the mctliod by which

ting his mind to the divergent jwint of view,

vague generalities are sulimitted to the tests

the argucr can feel qualified to express his
own side of the question judiciously and with
(.'onfidence. We can accept his judgment,

of logic and sense.

because he has made us aware of the process

Iry which he arrived at his conclusions.
The trutii of tlie debater's argument is not

In Mill's review of Grote's Arintotle, he

decries tlie failiu-c of the educational system
of his day to provide training in debate and
dialectic. He strongly criticizes the teachers
of "ready-made" knowledge who seldom feel

the only consideration to b<.' made in judging

it their Inisiness to train thinkers and truth

him, but we must also consider the manner
in which he expresses himself. .Sophistic

.seekers. In another essay, aptly entitled
"Civilization," Mill lias this to say,

argument is the gravest offense of tlie de
bater. Yet, too, to betray one's self to drive

tended to form great minds must be the recog

home an argument is unforgivable. Tfje
debater must avoid misrepresentation of the

oppo.site opinion, suppression of facts or argu

The sery cornerstone of an education in

nition of the principle, that the object is to

call forth the greatest po.ssihlc quantity of
intellectual power and to inspire tin- iiiteiisest
love of truth; and diis without a particle of

ments, misslatements of the elements of his

regard to tlie results to which the exercise of

case-, invectiv<% sarcasm, and personal attacks.

that power may lead, even thougli it should

Herein lies the morality of debate according
to \JilI.

The method most suitable for tlie training
of the irleal debater, Mil! believed, was to

be found in the dialogues of Plato—the
Socratic dialectic. His father had used the

dialectic as a teaching technique, and Mill

c-onduet the pupil to oiiintons aiametrically
opposite to those of liis teachers. We say this,
not liecaiise we think opinions iiiumportant,
hut hecau.s«' of tlie immense- importance
which we attach to them; for in proport-on
to the degree of intellextua! power, and love
of triitlj. wliich we snccee-d in creating, is the
certainly, that (whatever nia\' hapiien in any
one particular instance), in the aggregate of
imtances, tnie opinions will he- the result; and

was a living testimonial to the effectiveness
of that training. In Mill's essay on Grote's
PUito, lie argues for tire importance of train

shown his conclusions, and informed before

ing in dialectic.

hand that he is expe-cte-d to arrive- at them.

Mill shows that while dialectic is the nega

tive arm of philosophy, it provides a positive
means of establishing a case. To Mill, dia
lectic as exemplified in Plato as ihe means
of making an abstraction concrete represents
a discipline in precise thinking. The Socratic

dialectic consists of a means of testing by
"negative scnitiny," drawing from an opinion

intellectual power and practical love of truth
are alike impossible wlierei the reasouer is

Today, in our mad scramble for brainiwwer, politicians and educators alike c-ould
well afford to reoxamine some of Mill's ideas.
Mill serves to remind us that there are values

to other disciplines outside the realm of
mathematics and physics.
From what we know of Mill's life and

works, it can be said that he found debate's
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"utility" in six values; (1) Debate is valu
able as an exercise for disciplining the mind,
(2) Debate is valuable as a means of ac

quiring greater effectiveness in oral and
written communication,(3) Deb;ite is a valu
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Nebraska, interested only in oratory, were
wannly and hopefully invited to join the
Leagtie. Both refusetl. A letter of October
26, 1927, by Professor H. A. Wliite of
Nebraska .states, "Our reason is lack of funds

able educational experiences, because it seeks
knowledge in "dark corners" and through
awareness of divergent opinion, (4) Debate
is \aluable as a safeguard against dog
matism, (5) Debate is valuable as the seed
of liberty, (6) Debate is valualiie in that it
inspires a love of truth through its develop
ment of intellectual imwer and through an
understanding of the great responsibilities

and otluT uncertainties whicli influence us

which accompany that power.

official regrets. ".After some discussion; the

Mill's critics are numerous, but most of

tiicm would Ije impelled to agree tluit a study
of Mill's life and works could have a salutary

effect, indeed, an elevating effect upon the
debating of our own time.

to hesitate—The University of Nebraska at
present does not fwl like having any regular
judges for our debates, and from a contest
point of view, intLsmuch as judging i.s an
important feature in the League, it would
hardly help the situation in view of our
cu.stom here." Alxjiit the same time, Wilbur

E. Gilnian of .Missouri, submitted by letter
Debate Board of this Universitj' voted to

decline your kind invitation to become a
iiH-mber of the Missouri Valley Debate

League. Our reasons are as follows: I. We
do not wish to compete for championship

honors. 2. We are unable to finance long
trips. 3. W'e prefer not to ha\'e debates on
Friday evenings. 4. We prefer two-man

MISSOURI VALLEY . . .

(Coiitimieil from Page 30)

year should include all schools of the former
Missouri Dehate League, and the schools of
the old Missouri Valley Oratorical Associa
tion. This combined membership would in
clude the University of Texas, University of
Arkansas, University of Oklahoma, Universit>' of South Dakota, Washington University,
Kaicsas State Agricultural College, Univer

sity of Nebraska, University of Missouri, and
Iowa State College."
From 1929 until 1934, tlie League was

indeed a loose organization, indefinite in its
functions and goals. Twelve .schools co
operated in tile selection of a common debate
question and the secretary from time to time
prepared a mlineograplied bulletin of the
house organ type reporting what personal
news and forensic data he could collect.

During all tliis time, however, the oratorical
contest flourished as usual.

The reasons for the failure of the League

as a pioneer debate conference are many.
It apparently aimed to include only the larger
universities ami state schools. When Creighton University was suggested, Texas objected
strenuously and threatenetl to witlidraw from
the League. The University of Missouri and

debates. 5. We prefer audience decisions.
6. We wish to remain free to arrange what
ever schedule seems best for a particular
season."

Eleven schctols composed the new Foren
sic League in 1934. They were: Colorado,
Drake, Missouri, Washington, Kansas, Kan
sas State, OkLihoma, Iowa State, Texas,

South Dakota, and Arkansas. Some parti

cipated in tnatory and extempore speech
only, while others in debate only. Within a
few years, .Missouri and Drake were dropped
and Creighton, Louisiana State and Wichita
were added. Only championship awards were
made in oratory and extempore speech dur

ing the first years. But as debate tournaments
swept the coimtT>', the League soon suc

cumbed to the pressure, giving champion
ship awards to both scliools and individual
debaters. By 19.30, Iwth traveling and school
trophies were pro\ided. Originally, winning
orators were awarded money—$.50.00 and
$25.00 for first and second places respec

tively. The policy of cash prizes gave way to
trophies. Trophies were introduced also for
extempore speech. Today, three trophies are
awarded for each of tlie three events. De

bate, however, has two trophies for the win

ning school, one of which is a traveling trophy
held for only one year.
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STUDENTS SAT . . .

E. I resent awards and

(Continued from Page 46)

1

4

decisions. If not for

them, I would tiy harder
and prepare more.

Figure IV

Question 4
Figuhe V

CHECK THE ON'E STATEMENT WITH
WITH YOU MOST AGREE.
rndividual

CHECK THE ONE STATE.MENT WITH
WITH YOU MOST AGREE.

Events

Sp<'ak>:Ti

Que.stion -5

Drhaters

Individual

10

Sijoakeis

Events

A. If awards and decisions

13

were not given, I would

A. Forensics has been a waste
2
of time for me.
B. Forensics would have been 16

not enter tournaments

at all.

B. If awards and decisions

Debaters

2

10

of greater value to me if

22

I had tried harder and

were not given. I would

prepared more.

not prepare as much or

C. Forensics has not been

tr)' as hard.

24

20

17

22

71
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of great value yet, but

j-

C. If awards and decisions

I expect that it will Ixafter I hav e competed

were not given, I would
try as hard, but I would

more.

D. I have gotten just what

not prepare as much.

I expected from
were not giv<-n, I would

forensics.
E. I have gotten more tlian

try iis hard and prepare

I e.xpected from

as much.

forensics.

1). If awards and decisions

74
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Lifetime Subscribers
Stanley I. Adelstein (WR)

Walter K. Koch (CLR)

Lloyd V. Almirall (H)

Robert 1. Kopper (CLR)

Kenneth E. Anderson (IT)

Thomos V. Koykko (M)

Nazareth Arslonion (OB)

A. W. Leonard (SC)

Joseph R. Borse (NO)

Carl Wesley Pointer (MN)

James E. Bednor (N)

Rev, Schuyier Pratt (WM)

Roe F. Bell (WIS)

Robert J. Preston (P)

Stanley O. Beren (HR)

John W. Rohrer, III (WJ)

Rev. Thomos F. Berry (MQ)

Richord S. Schwelker (P)

E. C. Boehler

Albert E. Sheets (ND)

Ned Chopin [CHj

Vincent Storzinger (IU)

Albert L. Davis (NO)

Arthur McLean Stillmon (BR)

Guy W. Davis (SW)

Lulu E. Sweigord (IT)

Richard 8. Drooz, M.D. (COR)

Morgoret Louise Toylor (DP)

Samuel G. Fredman (PS)

Charles Torem (AM)

Alpheus J. Goddard (AM)

Robert Von Pelt (N)

William J, Hogenoh (WIS)

Philip Woin (CH)

Corl A. HiQssen (ND)

Williom Henry Wormington (NO)

Walter G. Huber (N)

Henry S. Wingote (CA)

Theodore Kellogg (ND)

Delta Sigma Rho . . . Chapfer Directory
Chopter
Code

Name

Dote

Founded

Faculty
Sponsor
J. V. Garland
Nets Juleus
S. L. Garrison
}. H. Yocum

A

Albion

1911

AL

Allegheny

1913

AM
AR
B
BE

Amherst
Americon
Arizona
Bates
Beloit

1913
1932
1922
1915
1909

BK

Brooklyn

1940

Kirk Denmark
Charles Parkhurst

BR
BU

Brown
Boston

1909
1935

Anthony C. Gosse
Woyne D. Johnson

CA

Corieton

1911

G. F. Sparks
Brooks Quimby

Ada M. Harrison

CH

Chicago

1906

Marvin Phillips

CLR

Colorado

1910

Thorrel B. Fest

COL
CON
COR

Colgate
Connecticut
Cornell

1910
1952
1911

Stan Kinrwy
Chofles McNomes
H. A. Wichelns

CR

Creighton

1934

Rev. Robert F. Purcetl. S. J.

0
DP
EL

Dartmouth
DePouw
Elmira

1910
1915
1931

Herbert L. James
Herold T. Ross

CR

&innet1

GW

George Washington
Homilton

1908

1951

Geraldine Quinlan
Wm. Vanderpool
George F. Henigan, Jr.

1922

Willord B. Marsh

HP,

Harvard
Howoii

1947

Orlond S. Lefforge

1
ILL
IN

Idaho
Illinois
Indiona

1926
1906
1951

A. E. Whiteheod

Rolph L. Towr>e

HW

1909

Woyne Brockriede
E. C. Cbenoweth

ISC

Iowa State

1909

IT

Iowa State Teochers

1913

Lillian Wagner

jU

Iowa

1906

K
KA

Kansas
Kansas State College

1910
1951

Orville Hitchcock
E. C. Buehler

KX

Knox

1911

Charles Goetzinger

MQ

Morquette

1930

Joseph 8. Loir>e

M
MN
MO
MM

Michigan
Minnesoto
Missouri
Mount Mercy

1906
1906
1909
1954

N. Edd Miller

MU
N
NEV

Mundelein
Nebrasko
Nevada

1949
1906
1948

ND

William S. Howell
T. L. Fernondez

Thomas A. Hopkins
Sister Mary Antonio, 6.V.M.
Don Olson

Robert S. Griffin
John S. Penn

North Dakota

1911

NO
0
OB
OK

Northwestern
Ohio State
Oberlin
Oklohoma

1906
1010
1936
1913

OR

Oregon

1926

Herman Cohen

ORS

Oregon Stote

1922

Earl W. Wells

OW

Ohio Wesleyan

1907

Ed Robinson

P
PO
PR

Pennsvivonia
Pomono
Princeton

1909
1928
1911

J. Harold Flonrwry

PS

Pennsylvonia State

1917

PT

Pittsburgh

1920

Bob Newmon

R
SC
ST

Rocktord
Southern California
Stanford

1933
1915
1911

Mildred F. Berry
Lelond Chopin

SW

Sworthmore

1911

E. L. Hunt

SY

Syrocuse

1910

J. Edword McEvoy

T

Temple

1950

Gordon f. Hostettler

TE

Texos

1909

Donald M. Williams

TT

Texas Tech

1953

P. Merville Larson

VA

Virginia

1968

J. Jeffery Auer

W

Woshington

l922

WA
WAY

University of Washington
Woyne

1954
1937

WEL
WES
WICH
WIS
Wj
WM
WO
WR

Wells
Wesleyon
Wichita
Wisconsin
Washington and Jefferson
Williams
Wooster
Western Reserve

1941
1910
1941
1906
1917
1910
1922
1911

WVA
WYO

West Virginio
Wyoming

1923
1917

Y

Yale

1917

L

At Lorge

1909

Russel Windes

Paul A. Carmack
Paul Boos

Roger E. Nebergoll

Howard Martin

Clorence S. Angell

Clayton H. Schug
James H. McBath

Ronold F. Reld

Address

Albion, Mich.
Meodville, Penn.
Amherst, Moss.
Washington, D.C.
Tucson, Ariz.
Lewlston, Maine

Beloit. Wise.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Providence, R.I.
Boston, Mass.
Northfield, Minn.
Chicogo, III.

Boulder, Colo.
Hamilton, N.Y.
Storrs, Conn.
Ithaca, N.Y.
Omaha, Nebroska
Honover, N.H.
Greencostle, Ind.
Elmiro, N.Y.
Grinnell, Iowa

Washington, D.C.
Clinton. N.Y.
Cambridge, Mass.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Moscow, Idaho
Ufbona, 111.
Bloomington, Ind.
Ames, Iowa
Cedor Foils, lowo
lowo City. Iowa
Lawrence, Konsas
Manhotton, Kansas

Golesburg. III.
Milwaukee, Wise.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Columbia, Mo.
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Chicogo, III.
Lincoln, Nebroska
Reno, Nevoda
Grand Forks, N.O.

Evanston, III.
Columbus, Ohio
Oberlin, Ohio
Norman, Oklo.
Eugene, Oregon
CorvaMis, Oregon
Delaware, Ohio
Philadelphio, Po,

Cloremont, Collf.
Princeton, N.J.
University Park, Pa,
Pittsburgh, po.
Rocktord. III.

Los Angeles, Collf.
Stanford. Calif.
Sworthmore, Penn,
Syracuse, N.Y.

Phiiodeiphl^ Pa.
Austin. Texas
Lubbock, Texos

Charlottesvitle, Vo.
St. Louis, Mo.

Lloyd Wemn

SMttle, Wosh.
Detroit, Mich.
Aurora, N.Y.
MIddletown. Conn.
Wichita, Kansas
Madison, Wise.
Woshington, Penn.
Williamstown, Mass.
Wooster, Ohio
Cleveiond, Ohio
Morgantown, West Vo.

W. E. Stevens

Loramie, Wyoming

Rollin G. Osterweis

New Hoven, Conn.

Gale Richards

Rupert L. Cortright
Evelyn Clinton
Donald Torrence
Mel Moorhouse
Winston L. Brembeck

Frederick Helleger
George R. Connelly
J. Garber Drushoi

R. A. Long

DELTA SIGMA RHO
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Kansas State College

Second-closs. matter

Manhattan, Kansas
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